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"But, what about the girl?"

The "slave girl who had a spirit of divination and brought her owners a great deal of money by
fortune-telling" was following Paul, Silas and those who were in their company. Literally speaking, this "little
girl" had a "python spirit." In Greek mythology, Python was the serpent or dragon who dwelt at the base of
Mt. Parnassus and guarded the Delphic oracle related to the Greek god, Apollo. Paul Walaskay elucidates that
"people would come to these people, also called 'mantics,' to ask them questions which they would answer
while in a trance, speaking 'in the spirit of the snake-god.' This girl would have been accepted as a more or
less ordinary member of society serving a useful function for people in that culture" (Acts, Westminster Bible
Commentary, mentioned by Kate Huey). Therefore, the fact of being 'possessed' didn't segregate her, on the
contrary, it gave her a place in society. But what kind of place? "The girl is a lucrativesmall-business
enterprisefor the men who own her. Like so many young girls, she is used by those who have figured out a
way to make money with her" (Kate Huey). She is exploited and subjugated by an unjust and abusive system.

And so, what about her?

Paul and his companions are passing by. "These men," she cries out, "are slaves of the Most High God, who
proclaim to you a way of salvation." Something in her annoys Paul. Maybe a girl constantly stocking him with
some shouting now and then gets to him. In any case Paul can't stand her anymore so he expels the spirit that
possesses her! But in the process, he takes away her place in society and the profit of her owners. Does he do
it for her? Does he do it as a statement against an unfair, exploitative and degrading system? Does he do it in
order to liberate her from the spirit possessing her or her owners? It doesn't seem so. He just wants her to stop
bothering him. He doesn't do it for her, he does it for himself. Enough is enough! Paul couldn't stand her
anymore.

Sometimes we come to the point when we need to say, enough! It might sound selfish. It might seem unkind.
But it is vital to acknowledge that the time has arrived.

Enough is a recognition of our limits, it is an option to preserve health, it is a declaration that no further
insolence is allowed. Enough is a way to try to create a truce in the present so the future will still have a
possibility. Enough is a way to safeguard love. Are you having to say, "enough is enough"? To whom do you
want to say, enough? I invite you to close your eyes, to visualize this person, to breath deeply and then to
blow the air out at once forcefully.

But what about the girl?

Paul is criticized by several scholars for having set the girl aside; for having left her out of his priorities.
Lawrence W. Farris writes that Paul does not invite the girl "into the freedom of faith offered to Lydia earlier
or the jailer later. Not only does she continue in bondage to her owners, but also to her separation from the
very God she names" (The Lectionary Commentary). And Ronald Cole-Turner writes that Paul "frees her
from her possession, but does nothing to free her from being a possession" (Feasting on the Word).

What about the girl? Is this a question that we ask Paul? Or it is a question for us? Paul is a man of his time
and place. He had his priorities and concerns. We have ours. The girl is not a priority for him.

But she is for us, because there are still thousands of girls (and boys) in this world living in slavery, being
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exploited as workers in the fields, on the streets, used as prostitutes, abused by parents, often with the
acquiescence of the other parent. These girls and boys are the face of an embarrassing reality that exposes our
failure to develop fair and welcoming systems for the children of this world. We have the responsibility to
change local and international systems but we also have to educate children so they know their rights and can
speak out.

My husband and I were in Rio de Janeiro on vacation last month. We stayed, as usually, in the Lutheran
Church in Ipanema. The church maintains a daycare center that receives 100 children from the slums nearby.
The children, between 2 and 6 year-old, receive three meals per day. One morning the children arrived for
breakfast. As they began to eat they realized that the butter had no salt. The class of five year-old kids left
their table and went to Vilma's room, which is on the second floor. Vilma is the director of the daycare center.
There were about 20 of them. They said to Vilma, "we want to know why our butter has no salt." Vilma
informed them that their food was chosen by a nutritionist. "And where is she?" "What do you mean where is
she?," Vilma replied. "We want to speak to her". "No, you are not going to speak to her, you can speak to
me". "Oh well, thenâ�¦" They crossed their arms and said, "Nobody is going to eat breakfast until this butter is
changed!"

But the girl in Acts doesn't stand only for the children who live in poverty, or who are exploited, and even
enslaved. She stands for all of us when we are possessed by destructive energy, when we aim at division and
our attitudes create more exhaustion then nurture. She stands for all of us when we loose the capacity to stop
shouting and our words become empty, ugly, hollow!

Then we have to experience the prison with Paul, and pray and sing until the Spirit of God breaks down the
chains and sets us free; until the spirit possessing us leaves us and we learn how to be ourselves again; until
we find the unity in ourselves and with others, as Jesus wished for.

What about the girl?
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